Cytowave reliably closes severe tendon and ligament
lesions in 3 to 5 weeks!
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WHAT CYTOWAVE USERS ARE SAYING
“We use it on most of our top competition horses, 6 or 7 horses that regularly
compete at the highest level of the sport, in between events, we use it all the time.”
				
				

McLain Ward, Two time Olympic Gold medal winner,
Pan American Gold Medal Winner, 2015

“We really found that we could use it not only to repair injuries and for preventative
care, but for maintenance of every horse.”
				Quentin Judge
				
Professional Rider, Double H Farm

“We’ve used it on other horses in the stable who had injuries and I’ve seen really good
results with the Cytowave so now I use it on my top competition horses as
maintenance.”
				Mikala Gundersen
				
2015 Adequan Global Dressage Festival Top Prize 		
				and Money Earning Winner
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HOW CYTOWAVE WORKS
Cytowave uses Superconductive Quantum
Interference Device technology to measure the
waveforms for healthy and unhealthy tissues
a complex formula is used to balance the healthy and unhealthy waveforms
for soft, dense, hard and nerve tissues.
The balanced, healing signals for each tissue type are similar to the healing signal transmitted naturally by
the body. They are stored in the Cytowave controller unit.
Each treatment program starts with an initial signal to reduce inflammation, followed by the appropriate
combination of signals to promote healing of the specific tissue type being treated.
These signals are transmitted into the tissue with a mild electromagnetic energy (about 1/3 the strength of
a refrigerator magnet).
All treatment programs are 60 minutes. The “inflammation only” programs are 30 minutes. Treatments
need to be applied every day to continue reducing inflammation and accelerate healing of the tissue.

WHAT CYTOWAVE USERS ARE SAYING
“We’ve used Cytowave most effectively for tendon injuries, some suspensory branch
injuries. It’s been very helpful.”
				Tim Ober, DVM
				
Head Veterinarian - US Olympic Equestrian Team
				
Over ten of Dr. Ober’s clients rent the Cytowave 		
				Therapy System

“It’s not a miracle...but it’s getting close.”
				Barry Eisaman, DVM
				
Thoroughbred racehorse owner and trainer.
				
Owns an estimated 250 racehorses.
“It most definitely takes the horse’s pain away faster than normal. When the swelling
goes away, all the cardinal signs of inflammation - heat, swelling, loss of function and
pain - disappear at an accelerated rate.”
				Jon Allen, DVM
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